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LONDON GUILD OF WEAVERS, SPINNERS AND DYERS 
 

Minutes of the Management Committee held on Saturday 12th April 2014 at St. Stephen’s House, 48 

Emperor’s Gate, London W7 4HJ at 10.00am for 10.30am 

 

Present:  Christine Eborall (Chair) 
  Helena Timms (Secretary) 

Eve Alexander (Webmaster) 
Elite Bernet (Committee member) 
Jane Rutt (Membership Secretary) 
Karen Firmin-Cooper (Treasurer) 
Lyn Duffus (Committee member) 
Joan Scriven (Programme Secretary) 
Jan Slater (Librarian) (part time) 
Sharen McGrail (retiring Treasurer) (part time) 

 
1. Apologies:  

 

Apologies received from Wendy Morris (President) and Roberto Campana (Editor, Warp & Weft) 

 

2. Minutes:  

 

The Minutes of the meeting held on January 11th 2014 were approved after noting and correcting by 

hand point 6 needing an additional word (bolded): ‘I’ve prepared the invoices for W&W 

advertisements, just need to agree totals with Roberto Campana before they can be sent out.’ 

 

3. Matters Arising: 

 

Item 3. Amendment from Teresa Couciero filed. 

Item 3. Jane still having difficulty contacting Selvedge. Action: Jane to try a different contact, 

specifically re. participating in the Fair, and general publicity 

Item 3. Book disposal – carry over to next meeting action: Wendy 

Item 7. New microphones purchased. 

Item 7. Ann Hecht agreed to have £100 donation from equipment sale put towards this 

Item 15. Christmas competition themes are in current W&W. 

Item 16. Poster: progress to be carried over. Action: Wendy 

Item 17. Information re. hiring of equipment updated on website. 

Item 18. Jane to check if footnote added to membership list regarding non-commercial use only. 

Action: Jane to check. 

Item 20. Phone numbers included with committee names in W&W. 

Item 20. Questionnaires sent to study groups. 

 

4. Treasurer’s Report: 

 

Current Status: the Treasurer’s report is in the Appendix. 
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a) 2013 Accounts: Sharen McGrail will sign off and Christine Eborall will give to Helena Timms to file in 

the AGM minutes book. Actions: Christine to give accounts to Helena, Helena to file. 

b) It was agreed that the new signatories for the guild bank account will be: 

 

- Karen Firmin-Cooper 

- Helena Timms 

- Christine Eborall 

- Eve Alexander 

 

And the old signatories will be removed from the account: 

 

- Sharen McGrail 

- Jean Derby 

- Jan Slater 

- Jenifer Midgley 

 

Each of the new signatories will need to go to a branch of HSBC with photo ID, proof of address and 

signature and a reference from the transfer form (to be provided by Sharen once she has completed 

it and taken to the bank with a copy of these Minutes). Actions: Sharen to complete transfer form 

and take to bank, Helena/Christine to send Minutes to Sharen for form, all new signatories to go 

to bank. 

c) Handover notes from Sharen: 

 There is an option for setting up internet banking for the account if required. 

 £10 float needed for each meeting, also used to pay for refreshments or other minor expenses. 

 Membership for each year starts in January but payments come in from September, need to 

remember that these should carry over to the new year. 

 There is a per head annual fee to the Association for membership. 

 Our insurance is on a preferential rate arranged through the Association – if we change it, we 

need to notify them. 

 Cheques for hiring St Stephens to be left each meeting for caretaker: £75 for afternoon (£65 for 

the hall, £10 for the kitchen), £140 for full day (2x hall, 1x kitchen). 

 Speaker fees to be paid each meeting, variable amounts.  

 Any money deposited at meetings should come with details on what it’s for. 

 Cheque books – must ensure someone brings a back up to each meeting in case Treasurer is 

absent.  

 The two paying-in books should be kept by Treasurer and Membership Secretary. 

d) It was agreed that we would continue with single signature per cheque, as 2 has been found in the 

past to be too complicated to manage and not felt necessary. 

e) Treasurer’s duties: Sharen advised that these should be changed to state that no external 

examiner needed for accounts, just someone to check them over. Also need to check guild 

constitution. Actions: Eve to update duties, Christine to check constitution and propose any 

necessary changes. 

f) Exhibition payments: Cheque given to Anne Dixon for selected entries for £33, but 1 entrant wrote 

cheque out to Association so need replacement cheque. Action: Helena to contact and request. 
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5. Membership Report: 

 

The Membership Secretary’s report is in the Appendix. 

a) 1 more member paid by bank transfer since report circulated. Notification system needed for 

payments received this way to alert Jane to update membership. The issue of confusion over who 

payments are from was raised when a payment went through from someone with the same 

surname (used as payment reference) as another member. 

b) Suggestion was made of making an online form for renewals for those not able to complete a 

paper form/to make it easier to join, preferably with a way to match up with a payment system. 

Action: Eve to look into creating online form for next year. 

c) It was noted that there were more new members than this time last year, but 50 fewer renewals. 

It is likely because of the March edition of W&W being late this year. It was agreed that a renewal 

form with a warning that no further W&Ws will be sent if membership is not renewed to be included 

in posted copies of W&W. Action: Jane to create warning leaflet with membership form and advise 

Jan of who needs to be sent a copy of W&W and hasn’t renewed. Eve to include reminder in 

today’s meetings notices as well.  

 

6. Programme Report: 

 

a) No formal report from Joan as not yet started anything. Handover completed from Penny Penton 

including many notes and potential speakers. Joan will be taking over formally managing the 

speakers and programme from the June meeting onwards. 

b) Joan requested help finding and suggestions for speakers for 2015. Action: all 

c) Lyn Duffus suggested Stuart Groom from Association as a potential speaker on the subject of 

What does the Association do (including information on the certificate of achievement and the new 

levels of advanced and beginner), possibly paired with his work with children and crafts, or as a short 

talk accompanying another short event. 

d) It was agreed that ideas for speakers should be run past committee for comments to ensure that 

the subject matter is considered interesting and appropriate. 

 

7. Webmaster’s Report: 

 

The Webmaster’s report is in the Appendix. 

a) The new QR code is available for use. It was agreed that this should be included on all future Guild 

publicity. 

b) The website analytics are showing an increase in repeat visits and people browsing more than just 

the homepage. 

c) A new password for the member’s area was chosen (spin14). Action: Eve to update, Helena to 

communicate to members. 

d) Info@ mailing list – Lyn to be removed, Eve to deal with majority of emails that come in, Helena to 

deal with direct requests, Christine to have access (if doesn’t already) so she can also help delegate 

anything that comes in. Action: Eve to update mailing list recipients; Christine to trial a printout of 

non-association emails received each month for members’ noticeboard to see if useful to 

members). 
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e) Guild members’ update emails from Secretary to include specific news items from the committee 

only, all other news items to go direct to the website (and update emails to point people there). 

Action: Helena to update format for emails going forward. 

 

8. Warp & Weft report: 

 

The Editor’s report is in the Appendix. 

a) Schedule – Lyn’s proposed schedule for each edition was discussed and it was decided that 

publication in February/May/August/November for distribution at those meetings is the best set up. 

For the remainder of 2014, because of the delayed March edition, publication should be in June, 

August and November. Action: Lyn to revise the publication schedule. 

b) Proofreading – standing copy as well as articles need to be checked every time. Designated 

proofreaders needed for each edition, it was proposed that the committee take it in turns to check 

in pairs. Action: Lyn to propose a rota. 

c) Articles – Lyn needs to be kept informed on who is writing articles so that she can chase to keep 

on schedule. All articles need to include surnames at first mention of names. All photos should be 

separate attachments and high quality image files are preferred where possible. Guidelines for 

writing articles to be written and posted on website. Action: Lyn to write guidelines, Eve to post. 

d) Old editions – Karen volunteered to scan old issues of W&W for website. Action: Committee 

members to see if they have archive editions, Karen to test scan a copy and send to Eve to check 

file is ok for website. 

e) Providing W&W to members as a pdf if preferred to paper to be considered later on. 

 

9. Librarian’s report: 

 

No report, so held over until next meeting 

 

10. Coordinators for upcoming meetings: 

 

July: Joan to introduce, and find a delegate to write up the meeting 

August: Lyn to introduce 

September: Joan to ask Wendy if she will introduce speaker, as is from Wool Marketing Board and 

important. Action: Joan to speak to Wendy 

 

11. Workshops: 

 

Roberto had emailed that summer school (with Janet Phillips and Isabella Whitworth) going ahead 

with 12 students, and proposed outings to London Cloth Company and Gainsborough Silk Mill. 

Additional suggestions on Sprang workshop (potentially at St Stephens), and visit to V&A archive. 

Action: Roberto to progress. 

 

12. 2015 Exhibition: 

 

a) Jan Slater, Andrea Easey and Penny Brazier are working on this. Meeting with St Martin’s in 

coming week to discuss possibility of holding exhibition there. St Martin’s deadline for submitting a 
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proposal is August. The exhibition would be for only 2 weeks this time, preferably late summer. The 

fee for the space in 2013 was £400. 

b) A theme is needed for the exhibition, with a link to St Martin’s. Suggestions made: (i) ‘Textiles 

with a Twist – a home for the discarded’ centering around recycling materials and linking to St 

Martin’s work with the homeless, and (ii) ‘All things bright and beautiful’ hymn. 

 

13. Publicity: 

 

a) New noticeboards  - from the suggestions that Jane had researched, the folding aluminium option 

was chosen for ease of use and smartness of appearance. A grey colour was suggested so as to not 

overpower the contents. Action: Jane to purchase new boards, Jan to recycle the old ones. 

b) New publicity material needed. We are running out of leaflets, and need a new poster as well. 

Wendy has been working on a poster design, not sure what progress was made previously on 

leaflets. Action: Lyn to investigate and liaise with Wendy. 

c) Person to manage publicity – no volunteers from guild so far. Elite to trial role. Action: Elite to liaise 

with Jennifer Shellard who organises liaison with colleges and courses to see what she does, and 

to come up with a list of suggestions for places to publicise and ideas for what sort of publicity 

material is needed. Jane to help create list from previous publications and organisations 

contacted. 

 

14. Refreshments: 

 

Joy Godsell might help manage teas, or help set up a rota. Eve to help this month. 

 

15. Association Matters: 

 

a) Box needed for taking works Action: Eve to source. Cheques for £3 (bags) and £6 (selected) to be 

collected and various forms to be completed. Action: Helena to manage. 

b) 2018 Exhibition: Christine and Roberto working on this. Hotel suggestion is Kensington Tara (near 

V&A), Fri-Sun conference is cheaper than week rates, and this location should be appealing. It was 

mentioned that there might be a potential change to the date for the conference, need to check 

this. Action: Christine to progress. 

 

16. AOB: 

 

a) Lyn: As Journal subscriptions are going down from guilds, Association is encouraging individuals to 

get their own subscriptions. Suggestion to encourage by selling cheap back copies at meetings and 

give subscription form with them. Action: Jan to push subscriptions from library. 

b) Eve: Association borrowing mannequins from guild for Norwich exhibition. Agreed that deposit 

required as usual, plus Eve’s parking expenses for bringing them to the meeting. Also donation for 

hire instead of our standard hire costs suggested. Action: Eve to speak to Anne Dixon regarding 

this. 

c) New AV equipment instructions: tested today without Roberto, we do need to formalise instructions 

and put on the website for future. Action: Christine to write. 
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17. Date of next meeting:   12th July 2014. 
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Appendix: Officers’ Reports to the Committee 

I. Treasurer’s  

Financial Statement: 

 The current balance on the Guild account is £7025.86.  

 Today, I paid in a cheque for £100.00 received from Tulsi for the W&W advertisments in 2013.  

 The guild received a cheque for £100.00, a donation from Ann Hecht. It was used as part of the payment towards 

the new sound system (£149.99). 

 Nigel Thompson paid his membership renewal by direct payment - April 3rd. 

Points for discussion: 

 Please ensure the committee formally agrees to add the new signatories to the account and remove the old 

ones. The minutes should identify all parties - this is part of the request for HSBC. 

 I'll cover the rest of the process for the transfer in the meeting and the role, the job description for Treasurer 

should be on the web site. 

Sharen McGrail 

II. Membership Secretary’s 

1. Statistics 

There are currently 103 members in the Guild*. This breaks down into: 

 9 Honorary members 

 85 previous members renewing for 2014 

 9 new members joining since 1 November, one of which one is a student member. 

2. Receipts 

A total of £2053.50 in 2014 membership fees has been paid into the bank account. This breaks down as follows: 

Type of member Number Fee (£) Total fees paid (£) 

Honorary 9 - - 

2013 members renewing for 2014 80 23 1,840.00 

2013 new members joining after 1 Sept (no renewal fee) 5 - - 

New (2014) members 8 25 200.00 

New (2014) student members 1 13.50 13.50 

    

GRAND TOTAL (to date) 103  £2053.50 

 

Compared to last year (£2,790.50) this is a decrease of £737 (approx. 30%)   

3. Non-renewers 

 Of last year’s total of 133 members 50 have not renewed, there have been 2 resignations one because of a 

relocation, and one because commitments meaning she is unable to attend meetings. I have not had any 

other feedback as regards non-renewals.  

 15 of the non-renewers have joined since 2011. 
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 For comparison, 28 of the 133   members in 2012 had not renewed by this time, so the number of non-

renewers this year is considerably higher and the hope is that because of the late issuing of W&W and 

extending the renewal date until the end of April 2014 it is possible that we will get a few more renewals at 

the April meeting. I only had 3 renewals following my email of XXX 

4. New Payment Method 

New Payment method, via bank transfer, has been used by 12 people, renewals and joiners; there have been some 

hiccups because some members seemed to assume that by paying directly it automatically renewed their 

membership, without them completing a renewal form. So liaison with the Treasurer is essential to keep up-to-date 

with direct payments. 

Jane Rutt 07/04/14 

*Who have renewed 

III. Programme Secretary’s 

-  

IV. Webmaster’s 

Website Report for Committee Meeting – April 2014 

HOT NEWS continues to be the most active part of the site with updates being posted several times a week.  I’m 

indebted to Karen Firmin-Cooper, who regularly sends me items for inclusion here and Jean Derby, who keeps watch 

over the content generally and reminds me of changes required. 

Some pictures from the last London Guild Exhibition, mostly taken by Roberto, are now on the site, after a prompt 

from Penny Brazier. 

Visits to the site peaked with 41 on a single day on 26th March but mostly achieve around 20 per day, which is very 

gradually increasing as the months go by.  36% are return visitors compared with only 25% in the last period, they 

spend a little longer on the site and look at just over 3 pages on average.    

The ‘Bounce Rate’, which indicates that people only look at the first page and don’t bother to look further, is 

dropping, which is a sign that more people are deliberately logging on to the site and delving further. 

Overall, the website seems to be working for members as they get used to it, though I have very little feedback from 

individuals and rely for the figures on the Analytics program via Google.  It would be great to get more interaction 

and larger numbers of members actively asking for things to be added. 

Eve Alexander 

V. Warp & Weft Editor’s 

Warp and Weft has been printed and Jan should be giving out on Saturday. 

Thank you to Lyn Duffus and Christine Eborall for proof reading and comments. 

If the committee agrees we should produce Warp and Weft in March, June, September and December. But to be 

given out at the April, July, October and January meetings. 

This allows the editors to have more time to collect and proof read the last meeting and group reports. 
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As we need to allow the printers a minimum of five days to have it printed and dispatched. 

This will give us three weeks extra to complete the newsletter in. 

Roberto Campana 

VI. Librarian’s 

-  

 


